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Clinical Case 
 

     A 79-year-old patient, after right hemicolectomy for 

adenocarcinoma was admitted for unverified tumor of the 

upper lobe of the left lung with mediastinal 

lymphadenopathy (Figure 1) and other diseases included 

atrial fibrillation, arterial hypertension, dyslipidemia and 

overweight. In the past, the patient had overcame ischemic 

stroke on the effective anticoagulant therapy without 

subsequent neurological residue. After spirometric 

examination, the patient was evaluated as being able to 

undergo resection to the extent of lobectomy. 

    Firstly, the patient underwent videomediastinoscopy 

with mediastinal lymph node biopsy which were tumor 

negative. Based on a joint decision of the thoracic and 

heart teams, the patient was indicated for combined 

surgery - left upper lobectomy and exclusion of the left 

atrial appendage. 

     The surgery was performed with selective ventilation 

in the right flank position and a 5cm utility incision 

without spreading the rib to access the left pleural cavity. 

Then, another working port was intentionally introduced 

to load the endocamera. This was followed by opening of 

the mediastinal pleura, isolation of the upper pulmonary 

vein when verifying the presence and course of the lower 

pulmonary vein, and this was interrupted by a stapler 

suture. Next, the upper lobar bronchus was isolated and 

interrupted by an endostapler suture. Finally, the upper 

lung lobe, including the adjacent branches of the left 

pulmonary artery, has been resected using staplers. 

Furthermore, mediastinal node dissection was performed 

due to tumor staging. This was followed by the cardiac 

surgery part of the procedure from the current approach 

with the opening of the pericardial cavity dorsally from the 

phrenic nerve. Under transesophageal echocardiography 

control, the left atrial appendage was excluded with a 

40mm Atriclip (AtriCure, West Chester, USA). The 

procedure was completed by chest drainage with two 
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silicone drains. Histological examination has confirmed 

that invasive squamous cell carcinoma and the obtained 

mediastial nodes were tumor negative. The patient was 

discharged from the hospital in a cardiopulmonary 

compensated condition with a favorable X-ray finding 

without anticoagulation therapy. 

 

 

Figure 1: CT scan with tumor in the left lung. 

 

Discussion 
      

     Atrial fibrillation is the most common arrhythmia with 

an incidence of 1-2% in the European population and an 

even higher incidence in the cancer population (almost 

10% according to some data) [1,2]. The etiology of atrial 

fibrillation is also different in cancer patients. Arterial 

hypertension is used as a general risk factor, in addition to 

direct or indirect tumor action, secondary myocardial 

ischemia in anemia, metabolic abnormalities caused by 

disease or treatment, and direct cardiotoxic action of 

oncological treatment (cDDP, ifosfamide, taxanes, 

gemcitabine, 5- FU, etoposide). Due to the procoagulant 

tendency of the organism, a CHA2DS2-VASc score is 

automatically achieved in these patients which justifies 

permanent anticoagulant therapy. The most common 

medicament for permanent anticoagulation is Warfarin 

which is not recommended for frequent use due to possible 

bleeding complications. Warfarin is one of the drugs with 

the highest percentage of interactions of both 

pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamics. In the 

distribution phase, it binds up to 95-99% to albumin, and 

only its free fraction is effective. The level of albumin can 

fluctuate significantly in cancer patients due to anorexia or 

nausea which does not allow maintaining a stable INR 

level and thus the optimal effect for the patient. A place 

for new p.o. anticoagulants has not yet been precisely 

determined. Therefore, LMWH is recommended as an 

anticoagulant therapy of first choice. From oncological 

patients, patients with cancer of the pancreas, lung, colon 

and rectum have the highest risk of ischemic brain attack 

[3]. The most common source of thromboembolism is then 

the left atrial appendage. The surgical closure of the left 

atrial appendage for lowering the risk of embolic events in 

patients with atrial fibrillation can be performed by the 

classic surgical route (resection, suture) or by the 

instrumental route (stapler, Atriclip, endoloop) from left-

sided videothoracoscopy, where these methods have 

different results [4]. In non-small cell lung tumors in stages 

I, II and IIIa, radical tumor resection (atypical resection, 

lobectomy, pneumectomy) is the method of choice. The 

operation is standardized and commonly used both in the 

classical form (thoracotomy) and preferably using 

minimally invasive methods (VATS - Video Assisted 

Thoracoscopic Surgery, RATS - Robotic Assisted 

Thoracoscopic Surgery) [5]. The possibility of combining 

both procedures represent an extension of the range of 

treatment options that we can offer to patients with lung 

malignancies and rhythm disorders within a very close 

interdisciplinary cooperation.  

 

Conclusion 

 

     Given the growing number of patients with 

concomitant lung cancer, complicated by cardiac 

arrhythmias with embolism, this case is the basis of a 

larger multicenter study, the results of which would 

support the benefits of a combined surgical approach in 

these patients. In addition to the surgical treatment of 

oncological disease, it is also possible to focus only on 

exlclusion of the left atrial appendage or to perform a 

complete ablation procedure. 
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